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This is a transcription of the "lecture" portion of an online class discussion at Northwest 
Armizare, Wed. June 10, 2020, 7-9pm. Chronologically and thematically this 
presentation picked up where the talk I delivered at NWA's Armored Deed in October 
2019 stopped. The focus in that first paper was transcription and translation, though a 
short discussion of reading medieval images concluded it. This material, which looks at 
the Dardi School or as it is often referred to "Bolognese Fencing," takes up the topic of 
images in more detail. Brief explorations of modern conceptions of images, much of it 
presented with nods to the work of John Berger's Ways of Seeing (1972), a number of 
Umberto Eco's works on semiotics (see list at end of transcription), Robert Goldman's 
Reading Ads Socially (1992), and most of all George L. Dillon's Writing with Images: 
Toward a Semiotics of the Web (http://courses.washington.edu/hypertxt/cgi-
bin/book/). The interplay between text and image, something we take for granted, has 
a fascinating history on its own merit as mixed media, but so too in the ways we have 
interacted with that mix. Like any approach, there are pros and cons, but for those of us 
working with illustrations and texts from the past, and trying to put them into 
movement, we benefit from how the relationship between ourselves and what we see 
has changed over time just as much as we gain from familiarity with historical context. 
 
JBT Emmons 
 
 
 

Prance or Pounce? Interpreting the Images in Bolognese Treatises 
NWA Weekly Seminar, 6-10-2020 

 

   
 

For the first quarter of tonight's class I'd like to take us on a short tour of some 
important considerations for anyone reading historical fencing works. The first is a 
quick look at the way we, today, tend to approach images and meaning. Some 
familiarity or a reminder of our own biases is important, because while our point of 
view can help "unpack" these images, it can also hinder. We can ascribe meaning or 
intent to them that was not there or not intended. Second, we'll make a quick 
examination of the idea of the "renaissance" and specifically at the place of woodblock 
prints in our texts, because this context is critical in reading both literature and 
examining art of the period. 

http://courses.washington.edu/hypertxt/cgi-bin/book/
http://courses.washington.edu/hypertxt/cgi-bin/book/
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Today, we are inundated with visual stimuli, all the time, from the usual walk outside 
to social media, advertising to graffiti. More often than not we observe and make sense 
of specific images instantly and quickly; we notice them, ignore them, or engage and 
assign meaning to them without much conscious attention to the process. Think about 
it—how often do you look at an advertisement and analyze it? How often do you 
consider the choice of image, its placement, the colors used, any text, and how that was 
all orchestrated to catch your attention and sell an idea or product to you? 
 

 
 
The biases we need to be aware of most in reading our texts revolve around our notions 
of realism or naturalism. We don't have time to dive into all of this, but germane to our 
topic now is a consideration of the degree to which our native ideas of realism, 
hyperrealism, and ideal representation in art affect our reading of images from the past. 
 
Photorealism, formally, was an art movement that began in the 1970s as one response to 
abstract art. These artists wished to create paintings that were as real and lifelike as 
possible [https://www.plusonegallery.com/blog/32/] 
 
We use the term more often now to refer to what we believe is the realism in 
photography, painting, film, etc. What we often mean is using this term is that we 
believe that what we see is impersonal, just a reflection of reality, and devoid of added 
meaning apart from what we ourselves attach to it. 
 
 

https://www.plusonegallery.com/blog/32/
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This an iconic painting by American artist Chuck Close is acrylic on canvas (1967-1968). 
Next to this is a painting by Wayne Forrest using Adobe Illustrator ("Day Dreamer"). 
These look like photographs, right? 
 

 
 
The painting on your right is the famous "Girl with a Pearl Earing" from 1665 by 
Johannes Vermeer (d. 1675). Next to it is a painting by an Italian artist named Marco 
Grassi, I believe made around 2014. Is Grassi's realistic? Is Vermeer's? How do we 
define that? 
 

 
 
Vermeer's famous painting may or may not have influenced Grassi, but the emotion, 
the question of those eyes is present in both, and that suggests more than just a copy of 
someone caught unawares in real life—there is meaning there, but what that meaning is 
varies—the artist had an idea, perhaps, but we do too when we look at it. We create 
stories for the direction of that gaze without even noticing it. This is a species of 
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"hyperrealism." Some see it as synonymous with photorealism, but it isn't—
hyperrealism goes beyond realism; it plays with light, contrast, everything to produce 
something more vivid. 
 
https://artliveandbeauty.blogspot.com/2020/02/italian-artist-marco-grassi-hyper.html 
 

 
 
Even here, in one of the many photographs by Vivian Maier, unknown until a 2007 
auction brought her work to light, and this image by Mark Brautigam, as realistic as 
they are, convey more than what we see. They convey meaning, but, we also ascribe 
meaning to them. Every image we make is a choice—even snapshots of "real" life are 
selected by the artist. What a viewer adds to that may or may not reflect the experience 
of the artist. So, any image, really, is a vehicle for whatever meaning we ascribe to them. 
We're helped when an artist explains it, or references an image directly, but what about 
when they don't, or, not in the detail we need? 
 
https://theonlinephotographer.typepad.com/the_online_photographer/2011/10/a-
few-examples-of-naturalism-in-photography.html 

 

 
 
Is what we see what we see? I chose this piece by Joseph Kosuth, because in one slide 
we see an encapsulation of what we do all the time. Even better, this is a photo of this 
installation, taking the analogy one step closer to us. Here we see a photo of a chair, the 
chair itself, and a definition of chair next to them. Like them, lately we've been watching 
videos of solo training (the slide), where a fencer (chair), looks at an image and the text 
with it (photo and definition), and then interprets it (gives it meaning).  
 
At the same time, we face a question—which is a chair? Are they all a chair, in some 
way? The word, the thought we apply to all three is the same, and yet, not. In some 

https://artliveandbeauty.blogspot.com/2020/02/italian-artist-marco-grassi-hyper.html
https://theonlinephotographer.typepad.com/the_online_photographer/2011/10/a-few-examples-of-naturalism-in-photography.html
https://theonlinephotographer.typepad.com/the_online_photographer/2011/10/a-few-examples-of-naturalism-in-photography.html
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semiotic studies, such as Writing with Images: Toward a Semiotics of the Web by George 
Dillon (which is available in full online and is a fun read) examine the interplay 
between words, image, and meaning. In section 1.4 he explores "unstable relations" 
between text and image, situations in which both text and image "make equal claims to 
primacy and do not seem to be saying the same thing, thus forcing the viewer to infer 
some basis for associating them." 
 
In discussing Harlan Wallach's piece "Chicago Murder Sites," Dillon remarked that 
 

I call this exhibit unstable (or "open") because neither text nor image is primary, 
and because the viewer struggles to compose an interpretation that brings the 
pieces together without knowing what that exactly would be, only that it is not 
any of the conventional stances the viewer of documentary might take. [1.4] 

 
A similar experience confronts us. We have these enigmatic, dramatic images, at once 
stiff and dynamic, and text explaining them in varying detail. As the "viewer" we have 
to decide what to make of that, how that text and image will relate as we form our 
interpretation of their combined meaning. Even the idea of combination is, in some 
respects, artificial. The fact that in Marozzo's Opera Nova the images are not always on 
the page that discusses them adds yet another layer to grapple with as we attempt to 
understand their role. 
 

 
 
To put this in more appropriate context, here is the same thing a la fencing: we have a 
lovely copperplate print from Marozzo depicting guardia di becca cesa, a photo of one 
well-known modern student of the Dardi school (Ilka Hartikanien), and then the text 
from Marozzo explaining this guard. Now, for fun, here we are all viewing this 
together, each of us bringing what we know, what we've read, our own experience with 
the Art, and specifically our recent practice with this system to our experience of this 
slide. 
 
This is as far as I'd like to go with our modern biases and predilections, but if there are 
questions or comments let's cover those before moving onto the next portion, 
renaissance art and woodblock printing. 
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The idea of the "renaissance" not to mention developments in art at the time is vast and 
we need not explore it in toto. This said, context being important, it's worth spending a 
few minutes on those aspects that help us with sources produced at that time. 
 

 
 
It's best to think of the "renaissance" as a movement rather than as an historical time 
period. Much of it coincides, for example, with the various calamities of the 14th cen. 
Francesco Petrarca or Petrarch (d. 1374), seen here, was a humanist and the first to refer 
to the centuries before him as "the dark" or "middle" ages, and that tells us a lot. 
Petrarch adored the ancient world and wished to revive, as much as possible, the high 
culture of the past. Any "re-birth" suggests a period in between less ideal, right? We 
might laugh, but this guy wrote to dead Romans and composed a love poem to Rome, 
so…  
 

 
 
This movement was largely urban as well. Giovanni and Maria Fabbro out in the fields 
saw little change; the fields they plowed were, the Black Death aside, not much 
different than their grandparents or great-grandparent's fields. Italy, unlike much of 
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Europe, had retained more city life and with it some of the amenities. Trade, for 
example, especially with the eastern Mediterranean, brought not only wealth to the 
merchant class, but luxury goods, and, ideas, information, and innovations. There were 
more republics in Italy thanks to the middle class as well—those with money but no 
position tend either to find a way into those positions via cash or cultivate relationships 
that speed along their own succession to power. These republics were not democratic, 
least not in our sense, but more oligarchies run by plutocrats, some noble, many not. 
 

 
 
Italian cities, moreover, had constant reminders of the past. There were and are ruins 
from antiquity everywhere. Rome, in many ways, wasn't "dead" for them—their law 
looked to Justinian's Digest and the Corpus Juris Civilis (Bologna had been the premiere 
place to study law in the Middle Ages); they spoke a vernacular derived from Latin, 
and while vernacular languages were gaining in status Latin remained the tongue of the 
educated and many officials. Young men—mostly young men—still read Cicero, Virgil, 
and Livy. The architectural, artistic, and cultural legacy of Rome loomed large, and 
were all important in this notion of "rebirth."  
 
This helmet, for example, from 1543 was made by Filippo Negroli and is now in the 
MET. The classical influence is clear—this is a burgonet, a helmet typical of the time, 
but there are nods to the shape of the classic Corinthian helmet as well as mythological 
motifs in the relief work—Medusa's head sits just above the brim, a siren lounges along 
the crest, and the scroll-work and putti are likewise very classicizing.  
 

 
 
This deep reverence for the classical world led to a literary movement that influenced 
art and architecture profoundly. What made this possible was the rise of the merchant 
class who, keen to have a greater role in running their cities, funded artists whose 
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projects meant public testimony to their own prominence. It wasn't completely self-
serving, of course, because the values that these writers and artists championed 
influenced their patrons. If we see this nowhere else we see it in the shift toward a 
greater emphasis on humanity and what's possible. What sparked this was closer 
examination of classical works; it's not that these works weren't known before, but that 
their use had been more didactic, say to learn Latin, or had been enlisted in the service 
of scholastic education, the chief field of which was theology.   
 
It's not that religion had been replaced either, only that humanity as a subject in its own 
right (vs. as a creation and its relation to deity) came into vogue. This led to a new 
system of education, one based on Greco-Roman works and values—humanism. 
Rhetoric, language, ethics, and closer study of linguistics all characterize the humanist 
approach to learning.  
 
[Bust of J Caesar & Lorenzo di Medici, after Andrea del Verrocchio, Florentine, ca. 1435-
1488—dates situate this piece around 1513 or 1520 

 

 
 
Like its political and social aspects, renaissance art is a vast topic, so here I just want to 
focus on a few aspects. These should help as you look at the images we see in the 
Bolognese works if not others. 
 
One of the first things people think of with the renaissance is the use of perspective. 
The individual perhaps most responsible for this was Leon Battista Alberti. 
 

Leon Battista Alberti (d. 1472) 
• “Universal/Renaissance Man” 

• Humanist, artist, architect 
• Prime Mover in Ren. art theory 
• De Pictura (1435) 

• provided rules for 3d in 2d/perspective 
• Highly influential 

• Leonardo da Vinci 
• Piero della Francesca 
• friend of Brunellschi and Donatello 
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The popularity of perspective makes sense in light of the value places on Greco-Roman 
culture. "Classicism" tends to invoke thoughts of elegant restraint, balance, order, 
harmony, etc. 

 
In fairness Alberti didn't invent it so much as popularize it. We see various types of 
perspective in artists before his time too; in this context Masaccio stands out. As you see 
here, while not as mathematical, the use of color, background figures and landscape, all 
help project the figures closest to us in higher relief. Also significant here are the ways 
he rendered people, their bodies, faces, the stances. As the doctored version in the lower 
register demonstrates, however, there is nonetheless a vanishing point. 
 
 Masaccio (Tommaso di Giovanni di Simone Cassai, d. 1428) 

• Highly influential painter 
• Looked to Giotto and Orcagna and Donatello 
• His triptych of the Madonna enthroned very different from contemporaries 

 
What makes this art work, the reason it isn't always sterile, is wiggle room; the ability of 
artists capable of this level of precision to depart from it. When we consider the images 
in Marozzo or Viggiani, this is important to remember—Marozzo's figures are not 
perfect. 
 

 
 
Woodcuts & Book Illustration—In part it is the medium, maybe, that explains some of 
what we see. Marozzo's earliest prints were made from inking woodblocks. Given how 
well-executed they are it's more likely that what we see was intentional, 
representational. We're clearly meant to take something from them. There is an 
excellent article by Roberto Gotti and Daniel Jaquet that deals with some later "flying 
prints" of Marozzo that touches on some of this. 
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Much of the visual element we see in books from this period consist of woodcuts. 
Within this mix, as they developed, were engravings—where the artist uses a burin to 
cut the shapes into a metal plate (this was likely influence from goldsmiths), and 
etching, which uses acid to cut into the metal (of note, this was tied to the work of 
armorers)—the metal plate was first covered in a layer of "ground," often wax or 
varnish, then scratched with an etching needle to make the design and expose the 
metal, and lastly the plate was dipped in acid. The plate can then be used like any 
intaglio plate and used to print. This is opposed to relief printing which uses a raised 
surface above the plate for ink. 
 
 [Jan Collaert I, "New Inventions of Modern Times [Nova Reperta], The Invention 

of Book Printing," NL, ca. 1600] 
 
 [Ugo da Carpi, ca. 1527-1530, "Diogenes, seated before his barrel, reading from a 

book, a plucked hen standing behind him at right"]—great example of 
chiaroscuro, "The method requires a different block for each shade; the blocks are 
inked and printed one over the other to create the composition. In this 
remarkable example of the medium, the artist creates form through areas of 
tone." The chicken "is a reference to his mocking response to Plato’s definition of 
man as a featherless biped: Diogenes is said to have presented a plucked chicken, 
saying, “Here is Plato’s man!” MET, 
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/wdct/hd_wdct.htm] 

 

 
 
Here are a few more examples. The level of detail, as you see, is incredible. The themes, 
likewise, are telling. The first here dates to ca. 1520-1527 and depicts "Hercules chasing 
Avarice from the Temple of the Muses" by Ugo da Carpi. Next to it, in a nod to the 
painter Titian, is a woodcut by Nicolo Boldrini, mid-16th cen., of "St. Jerome in the 
Wilderness." 
 

https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/wdct/hd_wdct.htm
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Does anyone recognize this? This is a scene from Francesco Colona's exquisite if bizarre 
in some ways Hypnerotomachia Poliphili. It was first published in Venice, the publishing 
mecca of the age, in 1499. There is a lot here. As this copy from the MET shows the type-
face echoes scripts used in Roman inscriptions, and the playful use of space, the 
harmony between image and text, is obvious. This image is a woodcut as well.  
 
 To what degree are these realistic? Idealistic? This is an important question, 

because we tend to assume these principles are in play all the time with art 
from this period. 

 

 
 
This is perhaps one of the more important questions for us, right? Are we to take the 
images we see in the Bolognese texts, any works on fencing, at face value? Armed with 
some sense of how images were viewed then, how books were understood, will help. 
 

 
 
Context—all of these questions get at context, in this case, the issues around books, 
images, and how people at the time conceived of them. One of the most important 
innovations of the Quattrocento (the 1400s; the Cinquecento = 1500s) was Johannes 
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Gutenberg's printing press, first mentioned in a lawsuit in 1439. It's a little difficult for 
us to appreciate how this change affected the world at the time—we live in the age of 

print, well, some of us did 😉, but it made works like these far more accessible. Q: what 
effects might that have had? How might it have been advantageous for masters to 
publish?  
 
 

 
 
So, now 20 some slides in… let's look at these Bolognese chaps. What I thought we 
might do is examine and discuss these together in light of your own reading and 
experience as well as what we've covered here. 
 
For reference/review, this is more or less the corpus we're examining. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
The single most important question to me, as I read these works, is "to what degree are 
we meant to be faithful to the images?" 
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Slides of Bolognese ancient and modern for discussion: 
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Language. Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 1995. 144-177. 

Eco, Umberto. Travels in Hyperreality: Essays. San Diego, USA: A Harvest Book, 1986. 

[see especially section 5, "Reading Things"] 

Giotti, Roberto, and Daniel Jaquet. "Two Late Flying Prints informing the Artist 
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Edition?" In Acta Periodica Duellatorum 4:1 (2015): 213-228. 

https://content.sciendo.com/view/journals/apd/4/1/article-p213.xml  

McConnell, Frank. Storytelling & Mythmaking: Images from Film and Literature. New York, 

NY: Oxford University Press, 1979. 
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